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This project honors the memory of my mother, a widow who worked hard to make sure

that her daughters always had fresh fruit to piece on.

Viola Vandemark Wenaas RN

t923 - 2008
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Abstract

Stepping Away from the Path: A Transformational Journey Affirming EmicFood

Security Practices on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota

This Doctor of Nursing Practice project concerns improving the level of food security on

the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota. Despite attempts by etic, or

mainstream society, food security for the indigenous Oglala Lakota people who live there

remains an elusive goal. Life expectancy for both men and women continues to decrease

due to skyrocketing rates of chronic diseases related to malnutrition. Although the project

initially focused on how effectiveness of etic food security solutions might be improved,

unforeseen events prompted an examination of Pine Ridge food security from an emic, or

Lakota, perspective. This more personal outlook centered on relationships and triggered a

transformational journey that illuminated the author's unrecognized cultural bias. Tuming

towards the Lakota viewpoint resulted in an unexpected realization that mainstream

efforts to alleviate hunger perpetuate colonialism by reinforcing the hegemony of the etic

culture. The legacy of imperialism and its relationship to contemporary health challenges

on the Pine Ridge Reservation are discussed. Differences between emic and etic

conceptual frameworks surrounding food and nutrition are compared and contrasted.

Lakota values and practices that promote food security are explored. A model envisions

how nursing actions could facilitate bridging the cultural gap and result in greater food

security for the Lakota people. Nursing implications are discussed.

Key words; Lakota, food security, Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, tiyospaye
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Project Goals
' Examine the transformational process

of outsider (etrcl learning from

ation
rity practice at Pine Ridge lndian

rs (emic) on the issue of food

food security is a health disparity

draw attention to indigenous
utions to being hungry and poor

raise awareness among nurses that

Transformational

. Theoretical inspiration

. Transcultural
accomponiment

. One-on-one relationships

. Listening

- Sacred places/íelf-reflection
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My Rules of
HUMBT

.Set aside jt¡dgrrrcnt

- Arroid pr econceþed expectations

.Active listenirqg

(sc0rr, t99E,0 1.5)

Theory of Culture Care
Diversity and U

Care is the essence of nursing

Culturally beneficial nursing care only
occurs whe n emíc folk {inslder} cultural
care values, expressions, patterns afe
known, honored and practiced
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Leininger's
Sunrise Enabler i
llluminates the social
context of health disparities
experienced by a culture and
highlights the influence of
structural conditions imposed
by the etic (outsider) society
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Health as Expanding
Consc¡ousness

.lndividuals are patterns of energy

.Consciousness is the evolving pattern of
the whole
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Margaret A. Newman:

.Life is a process of expanding
consciousness
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LAKOTAcuhu@
Mitakuye oyasin

Tiyospaye

Traditional lifeways,

culture, and language
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A New Path to
Lakola Food SçCllrity

Political
Actions

Culturally

Traditional
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Solutions
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ATransformatio

Grawth and change in my
perception of structu ral
inequities in society is a
continuous process

Cultural attitudes and
ore so deeply ingrained
be invisible to oneself

Conclusions

EtÍc (outsider) interventions are not enough to alleviate low
food security in Pine Ridge

Emic (insider) voices must join in the conversation.lndigenous
ways of knowing must be supported with at least equal weight
into the change process

Recognition/relinquishment of mainstream preconceptions
opens a gateway to greater possibilities for the achievement of
Lakota food security
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Lakota Star Quilt

Created by Mary Mousseau RN

Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
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